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Hazardous Waste

DON’T FILL ABOVE THE LINE
AS NOTED ON THE CAN

PLEASE!!! Avoid over-filling hazardous waste
containers. The waste technicians have had problems recently with jerry-cans, in particular. It’s dangerous and could cause a spill or an exposure to
someone moving the container.

DON’T FILL ABOVE THE SHOULDER

Unattended/Abandoned
Activities
Over winter break, rather late one evening, I
received a call from a sharp-eyed custodian
who noticed a burner left on in a lab. We
discussed the situation and since he didn't
have any training to work in a laboratory, I
came over to investigate and turn off the
burner. Someone had indeed left a burner
on—for how long, I have no idea. In the
dark, with the lights out in the lab, the flame
was obvious. In daylight, the flame would
have been almost invisible.

Simon’s Cat: visit https://www.youtube.com/user/simonscat to
waste an enormous amount of time watching animated cat videos.

It’s incredibly important to be mindful of what
you are doing in the lab and to NOT LEAVE
OPEN FLAMES BURNING UNATTENDED!
Even if you have to leave for just a minute,
TURN OFF THE BURNER!
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Self/Peer-Inspections
Inspections in the Department are moving right along. Training records are in good shape and overall, labs are doing well
with labeling, chemical storage, and hazardous waste management.
This year, labs will need to transition from the old Chemical
Hygiene Plan template to the new Laboratory Safety Plan
template. Our goal is to have this transition accomplished
before EH&S begins their inspections mid-year.

Document Updates
Over the next few weeks, our department safety documents
will be reviewed and updated. The Medical Waste Management Plan has been updated. The Injury and Illness Prevention Program (IIPP) and Emergency Action Plan (EAP) will
follow soon. I’ll let you know once the new versions have
been posted.

REMINDER:
Hydrogen/Oxygen
Balloons must not be
demonstrated indoors.
You can perform this demo outdoors
in the courtyard but we have to inform
the Fire Marshal. Please let me know
at least 72 hours in advance so I can
write the permit. You may continue to
use hydrogen or
oxygen balloons
indoors, just not
mixed. Thanks!

Once the new versions have been posted, please be sure
everyone in the workplace has training on the new versions.
You don’t have to print out hard copy—pointing to the website is fine.

FR Gloves—A Heads’
Up
We’re under a new Cal/OSHA mandate to
implement their requirement for flame resistant gloves when using pyrophoric materials. In the next few weeks, Karen
Gagnon, our new EH&S Liaison, will be
contacting those of you who use pyrophoric materials (and answered in the affirmative on your LHAT) to fit each lab
member in the new glove ensemble.
UCOP is funding distribution of the glove
ensemble. An FAQ will be available
soon.

And speaking of Karen ...
I’m pleased to introduce Karen Gagnon to you. She
has a Bachelors from Mount Allison University and a
PhD in chemistry from the University of Western Ontario in organic chemistry—developing polymersupported radiopharmaceutical precursors. She began a post-doc position at UCDavis
in Biomedical Engineering with
the Sutcliffe lab and most recently,
in the Ferrara lab. For the past
4 years, she’s been the safety
manager for the Ferrara lab. She’s
been shadowing me and Julia
on our inspections and you’ll see
her mid-year, when she starts her
EH&S reviews.
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From the Louie Lab in the College of Engineering and part of the Graduate
Group in Chemistry.

Captions are:
Dr Nefario—Gloves & Lab Coat Dave—Long Pants Tim—Closed Toe Shoes Stuart—Safety Glasses & No Food & Drink
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ALEX SCOTT wrote this week’s column. Please send comments and suggestions to newscripts@acs.org.
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